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ABSTRACT 
A CFD analysis of ESWIRP test campaign at ETW using NASA CRM was done. Two Reynolds number were 

simulated to evaluate the effect of aeroelasticity on aerodynamic forces and local flowfield. Large 
difference was noticed between the CFD and experimental data. A model deformation during the wind 

tunnel tests was the main reason for these differences. A wing modal analysis of CRM was used to 
include the wing deformation and to improve accuracy of CFD results. On-line mesh deformation using 20 

modes in total was used during coupled CFD simulations. It has been shown that the addition of the wing 
deformation into CFD simulation did improve the accuracy of obtained aerodynamic coefficients, Cp 

distribution along the wing span and wing deformation. The results from the coupled CFD simulation are 

the focus of this paper. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The flow around an aircraft is usually very complicated and often unsteady due to the vortex-dominated 

flow. At low-speed condition the vortices are generated by deployed high-lift devices and high . At high-

speed conditions the local flow separation due to shock wave interaction with boundary layer and/or the 

buffeting may appear. The usability of standard RANS and URANS methods of CFD simulations of these 
applications could be questionable and therefore it is needed to validate the obtained numerical results 

by experimental data from the wind tunnels. This study is aimed to evaluate the CFD results of a NASA 
Common Research Model (CRM) by experimental data. The ESWIRP [1] sub-project “Time-resolved wake 

measurement of separated wing flow and wall interference measurement” is among others focusing on 

investigation of the effect of the wake emanating from the wing to the Horizontal Tail Plane (HTP) at 
high-speed condition in presence of buffeting and in the low-speed condition at high angle of attack. The 

wake from the wing has been visualized by time-resolved PIV method [2], [3]. The results are intended 
to be used for improvement of the knowledge of the massive flow separation and the effect of the wake 

on the empennage and also for further verification of the CFD methods. Due to very complex flowfield, 

loads and deformation of the model the validation of the applied CFD methods is necessary as the first 
step before analysing the effect of the wake. 

The wing tunnel experiments were carried out at ETW [4] and include the aerodynamic force and 
moment measurement, spanwise pressure distribution at defined locations as well as the wing 

deformation. A model deformation has indispensable effect on the aerodynamic characteristics in cases 
that the ratio of dynamic pressure over Young module is high. These cases correspond to the wind tunnel 

measurements with realistic Reynolds and Mach numbers corresponding to the flight conditions of an 

airliner [5]. Among other effects the elasticity of a wind tunnel model has to be taken into account during 
CFD simulations to improve the accuracy [6]. The methods how to implement the model deformation into 
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CFD simulation ranges from the simple to the complex ones. Among the simplest method belongs the 

correction of the wing deformation obtained from the comparison of the wind tunnel and CFD results [7]. 
On the other end there is a coupling between CFD and FEM solvers (Fluid Structure Interaction – FSI) 

[8]. Between these two methods the usage of the modal analysis, which can be done independently on 

the CFD simulations and it is not so demanding as FSI, can be found.  
 

2 MODEL 

A NASA CRM [9] representing the widebody commercial transport aircraft with a contemporary 

supercritical transonic wing has been used for this study. The CRM is designed for a cruise Mach number 
M=0.85 and corresponding design lift coefficient CL=0.5. This model was designed at NASA and among 

other purposes has been used during the Drag Prediction Workshops (DPW) to obtain the experimental 

data for CFD code verification. The CRM can be used in various configurations including several settings 
of Horizontal Tail Plane (HTP), nacelle and pylon. It is equipped with pressure taps to measure the 

pressure distributions. The wing/body configuration without pylon, nacelle and HTP has been used during 
this study (see Figure 1). No support system was considered during CFD simulations. Geometry depicted 

in Figure 1 has been downloaded from CRM website [10]. 

 

 

Figure 1 Common Research model 

3 METHODS 

3.1 Grid generation and flow solver 

Two meshes have been used for this study, an in-house and a grid downloaded from the DPW website 

[11]. The in-house grid has been generated by ICEM-CFD and Tritet solvers [12], [13]. It is an 
unstructured grid with triangular elements on the model surfaces and with tetrahedra in the volume. The 

boundary layer is simulated by prismatic elements. The downloaded grid has been provided by DLR and it 

corresponds to the medium grid from the point of view of number of cells and y+ value. It consists of 
rectangular elements on the model surfaces, prismatic layer and tetrahedron elements in the volume. 

The RANS equations are solved in Edge, FOI's in-house CFD program package [14]. It is a finite volume 
Navier-Stokes solver for unstructured meshes. The data structure is edge-based, the code is constructed 

as cell-vertex. It employs local time-stepping, local low-speed preconditioning, multi-grid and dual-time 

stepping for steady-state and time-dependent problems. The Wallin & Johansson explicit algebraic 
Reynolds-stress turbulence model [15] was used for this study. All simulations were run as a fully 

turbulent flow. 
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The CFD solver has been running in two modes, RANS and URANS, respectively. The solution from the 

RANS mode served as an initial solution for the URANS simulation. The modal coupling option has been 
switched on during the URANS simulations and the elasticity of the model has been taken into account. 

The upper limit of the polar was limited by value of =5°. The simulations of this transonic case show 

buffet on the main wing beginning at =4.5°. The buffet condition has been also observed at this  

during previous experiment [16]. 

A farfield boundary condition was used on the outer boundary of the computational domain. This 
condition is specified by Mach number, flow direction, static pressure and static temperature. The aircraft 

was treated as no-slip viscous wall. Symmetry boundary condition was used at the symmetry plane of the 
half model. 

 

3.2 Flow conditions 

The calculated regimes corresponded to the cases measured during the wind tunnel tests campaign at 

ETW which has a unique capability to control the pressure, temperature and Mach number 
independently. It allows separating the Mach, Reynolds numbers and aeroelasticity effects. Freestream 
Mach number 0.85 and the Re=5·106 and Re=30·106 based on mean aerodynamic chord were calculated. 

Two Reynolds numbers were chosen to evaluate the effect of dynamic pressure on the model's 

deformation. Simulations were run over a range of  from 0° to 4°. The static, dynamic and total 

pressures corresponded to the wind tunnel conditions. 

 
4 MODAL ANALYSIS AND MESH DEFORMATION 

4.1 Modal analysis 

The modal analysis has been used to obtain the model deformation. The structural model of the whole 

wind tunnel model airplane has been downloaded from the CRM website [10]. Assuming that the main 

wing is dominant deforming structure, only half model of the CRM with elastic wing has been considered. 
To avoid full coupling between the CFD and CSM solver the deformation modelling is based on modal 

analysis, which was performed in MSC Nastran. The implementation in the Edge solver is described in 
detail [17], the idea is briefly presented here. 

The modal analysis is based on the assumption that the behaviour of the model deformation can be 
described by the system of equations 

 
𝑀�̈� + 𝐶�̇� + 𝐾𝑥 =f,      (1) 

 
where x is the vector of structural coordinates, f(t) is the vector of structural forces (aerodynamic forces 

in our case) and M, C, and K represent the real and symmetric mass, damping and stiffness matrices, 
respectively. This model can be used for small deformations. The analysis for the special case  

(C = 0, f = 0) leads to the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem with a set of eigenvectors k 

(normal modes, representing the displacement) and natural frequencies ωk. Since the algorithm extracts 

the eigenvectors in order of increasing ωk's, it is possible to truncate this expansion after obtaining the 
first N modes. Twenty modes were used in the present study. 

Using the normal modes as a basis set, the time varying coordinates of the (structural) grid can be 
represented by the sum 

 
𝑥(𝑡) = 𝑥0 + ∑ 𝑞𝑘

𝑁
𝑘=1 (𝑡)𝜙𝑘,      (2) 
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where qk(t) represents the generalized coordinate of the mode k. Further manipulations and assumptions 

lead to the system 
 
𝐴�̈� + 𝐷�̇� + 𝐸𝑞 = 𝑄,      (3) 

 
where A, D and E are diagonal matrices of generalized mass, damping and stiffness, respectively, coupled 

by the vector of generalized forces Q. 

 
4.2 Mesh deformation 

Since the model deformation is obtained on the structural grid it is necessary to interpolate it to the 
boundary of the CFD grid and to extend the boundary deformation to the volume to obtain a valid CFD 

grid. A program, which is a part of the Edge package, based on the Moving Least Squares (MLS) method 

has been used for the first task. The perturbation of any CFD surface node is obtained from the 
perturbation of the neighbouring structural nodes (number of such nodes is limited by a given radius 

and/or maximum number of nodes) with linear fit. 
The extension of the deformation to the volume is done by the solver during the course of the 

computation, the Laplacian smoothing algorithm is the basis of the implementation. Although the steady 
deformation is sought, the solver needs to be run in unsteady mode since the time advancing algorithm is 

applied to calculate the modal deformation. However, coarse time resolution can be used which makes 

the efficiency of the process acceptable. 
This approach is on one hand less memory consuming and does not require too much work done in the 

preprocessing phase than the one previously used [18], since the mode shapes are stored only for 
boundary nodes and not in the whole field, on the other hand the “on-line" mesh deformation is a time 

consuming procedure which has to be repeated in every time step in the current implementation. 

If the solution converges to the steady state, the deformation is in fact proportional to the generalized 
forces and (inversely proportional) to the entries of the generalized stiffness matrix since the time 

derivatives of generalized modal coordinates are zero, cf. (3). 
 

5 RESULTS 

In the following section the experimental and CFD results are compared. The experimental data were 

downloaded from the ESWIRP project website [1]. The correction on the effect of support system was 

used on experimental results and therefore the CFD data are directly comparable. The aerodynamic 

forces, pressure distributions and wing’s deformation for particular ’s and regimes have been compared. 

During the comparison of the results, it has been found, that the rigid model over predicted the CL and 

also CD for both Reynolds numbers. The same trend was observed also during evaluation of the Drag 
Prediction Workshop [11]. 

Example of wing deformation for each  corresponds to the contribution of particular modes with regard 
to their effect. The wing's deformations for particular  corresponding to the Re=30·106 are depicted in 

Figure 2. The deformation's magnitude has been scaled to emphasize it. The shade one corresponds to 

the rigid model. 
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Figure 2 Deformation of the wing for particular AoA 

5.1 Aerodynamic forces 

Using the elastic model a better match of the CFD and experimental data has been achieved. The elastic 
model slightly overpredicted CL and underpredicted Cm for both calculated Reynolds numbers. CFD 

values of CD almost perfectly correspond to the experimental data corrected for the presence of the 
support system for both regimes in a given range of . For Re=5·106 the CL is increased by about 3 lift 

counts at =0° and by about 0.3 lift counts at =4°. Similar behaviour was observed for Re=30·106, the 

CL is increased by about 3 lift counts within the whole range of considered ’s. The lift, drag and pitching 

moment curves of the rigid, elastic model and experiments are depicted in the Figure 3, Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 corresponding to the Re=5·106 and 30·106, respectively. The green lines in the aforementioned 

Figures corresponded to the corrected experimental values. 
Although the experimental data were corrected on the effect of support system, the uncorrected and 

corrected values of CL and Cm seem to be almost the same. The effect of the support system is visible 

only on the values of CD. It is in contradiction with [6] and [20] where the effect of support system on 
CL, CD and Cm was numerically investigated for Re=5·106 and M=0.85. Values of CL and CD were 

decreased and values of Cm were increased by a small amount. If these corrections of CL and Cm are 

applied to our CFD results, the same and almost perfect match of lift curve in the linear range of ’s is 

achieved (see Figure 6) and the Cm curves are closer to the experimental values (see Figure 5), although 

some differences still persist. These differences could be related to the rigid (undeformed) HTP. We 
believe that similar corrections could be applied to the regime with higher Reynolds number and the 

results would be also improved from CL and Cm points of view. 

In contrast to using the perturbation grid approach [18], the on-line mesh deformation technique gives 
more consistent results in comparison with experimental data. 
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Figure 3: Comparison of CFD results with experimental data, Re=5·106 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of CFD results with experimental data, Re=30·106 
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Figure 5 Comparison of Cm values for Re=5·106 (left) and Re=30·106 (right) 

 

 

Figure 6 Effect of correction on support system from [6] and [20] on CL, Re=5·106 

 

5.2 Wing deformation 

The wing deformation of the model during the wind tunnel tests was measured by contactless Stereo 

Pattern Tracking (SPT) optical method at defined position along a wing span [21]. The wing twist angle 
and wing bend were measured and both values were used for deeper verification and evaluation of the 

CFD simulation utilizing the elastic model. The resolution of SPT system is better than 0.1mm for wing 
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bend and 0.1° for wing twist. The accuracy determination of the wing twist close to the wing tip is 

approximately 0.3° due to the smaller distances between markers in chord wise direction. 
Since the matching values of CL were not obtained during wind tunnel tests and CFD simulations for 

particular ’s, the wind tunnel model deformation data was interpolated to the same values of CL to 

ensure that the load distribution of the wing is the same. 

The deformation of the wing of the CFD model was evaluated at the same 9 cross sections along a wing 

span which are also used for comparison of CP distributions. The final wing deformation for particular ’s 

was compared with the wing twist angle and wing bend distributions of the rigid model, which represents 
the jig shape of the wing. The comparison of the twist angle distributions for Re=5·106, 30·106 and 

selected  are depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. The =0°, 3° and 4° were selected 

intentionally to see the dependence of the wing deformation on the loads. Almost constant differences in 

wing twist angle is observed for both regimes for =0°. These differences are within the accuracy of 

measurement technique. Slightly bigger differences were observed for higher nevertheless the 

calculated wing twist distributions along the span is very close to the wing twist measured during the 

experiments. 
 

   

Figure 7 Wing twist distribution for =0° (left), =3° (middle) and =4° (right), Re=5·106 

   

Figure 8 Wing twist distribution for =0° (left), =3° (middle) and =4° (right), Re=30·106 
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number. With reference to the relatively simple methods used for implementation of the wing 

deformation into CFD simulation, very good correlation between the measured and simulated wing bend 
have been observed for Re=30·106 and =3° and 4°.  

The wing bend does not have primary effect on the aerodynamic forces, but the twist angle of the wing 

is affected by bending due to the wing sweep. It is important to accurately predict wing bend as well as 

the wing twist to obtain better prediction of the local flowfield and aerodynamic forces. 
 

   

Figure 9 Wing bend for =0° (left), =3° (middle) and =4° (right), Re=5·106 

   

Figure 10 Wing bend for =0° (left), =3° (middle) and =4° (right), Re=30·106 

5.3 Pressure distribution 

The effects of wing deformation can be easily seen in the comparison of Cp's from experiment, rigid and 

elastic model simulations at specified cross section along the wing span. The CRM is equipped with the 
pressure taps at 9 cross sections along a wing span. The Cp distribution from the pressure taps located at 

the inboard part of the wing are not depicted in the following figures because of very small wing’s 

deformation and, hence, negligible differences in Cp have been observed at this part of the wing. The 
pressure distributions at the outboard part of the wing were used to evaluate CFD simulations and also to 

explain the effect of the wing deformation on local flowfield. 
The comparisons of the Cp distributions of the rigid and elastic model and from the experiment are 
depicted in Figure 11 and Figure 12. These values correspond to the =0° and =4° for Re=30·106. It is 

possible to see a very good agreement between the experimental and CFD values of Cp at the middle 

part of the wing. Both rigid and elastic models predict the ''rooftop'' pressure levels very well with almost 
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no difference. On the other hand the calculated shock wave position is slightly downstream compared to 

the experiment which contributes to the overprediction of CL and wing twist angle. 
Moving towards the wing tip the effects of the aeroelastic deformation are more evident. Bigger 

deformation of the wing is associated with the outer portion of the wing and it causes bigger differences 

in Cp distributions of the rigid and elastic model. As it is shown in Figure 8 the outer portion of the wing 
of the elastic model is more twisted than the CRM. This deformation reduces the negative pressure peaks 

predicted by the rigid model and reproduces the ''rooftop'' pressure levels of the experimental data with a 

very good match for =4°. On the other hand the higher wing twist angle at the wing tip region causes 

the higher suction peaks for =0°. 

Variation of Cp values corresponding to the rigid model at the outboard wing is caused by the shock 

induced separation predicted at =4°. Similar behaviour was observed during the 5th DPW [19]. It is 

supposed that the flow is not steady for this condition and the URANS methods are more adequate than 

RANS methods. The elastic model was simulated by URANS approach and the unsteady behaviour of the 
flow was captured and it resulted in smoother Cp distribution. No flow separation causing the 

unsteadiness in the flowfield was observed for smaller .  
The slope of the shock wave from the experiment in the middle part of the wing for =4° and Re=30·106 

is typical for moving shock wave due to, e.g., buffeting. Unfortunately it is not possible to determine if 

the buffet onset at =4° due to missing RMS values. The position of the shock wave was stable for whole 

range of calculated ’s. The buffet onset could be postponed to the slightly higher , unfortunately not 

simulated within this study. Another reason for stable solution is rather big time step used for unsteady 
simulation which was sufficient from the elasticity point of view, but it does not fully correspond to the 

time step from the flowfield point of view.   

Despite of this higher twist of the outer wing of CFD simulations the correlation of Cp's between 
experiment and elastic model is very good and consistent with final wing deformation of the particular 

regimes and model settings. 
 

 

Figure 11: Cp comparison of the rigid and elastic model with experimental data at outer part 

of the wing for =0° and Re=30·106 
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Figure 12: Cp comparison of the rigid and elastic model with experimental data at outer part 

of the wing for =4° and Re=30·106 

 

 

Figure 13 Cp comparison of the rigid and elastic model with experimental data at outer part 

of the wing for =0° and Re=5·106 
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Figure 14 Cp comparison of the rigid and elastic model with experimental data at outer part 

of the wing for =2° and Re=5·106 

 
6 CONCLUSION 

The main aim of this study was utilization of the modal analysis of the wing for better prediction of the 
aerodynamic forces. The first 20 modes of the wing in connection with the on-line mesh deformation 

have been used during CFD simulations. The wing deformation (wing twist angle) is very well predicted 

and a very good agreement of the results in terms of aerodynamic forces and Cp distributions has been 
achieved. The Cp distributions in defined cross sections along the wing span of the elastic model are 

closer to the experimental values than the Cp distributions of the rigid model. Both, the negative pressure 
peaks and the ''rooftop'' pressure levels are predicted very well by elastic model. In spite of consideration 

of the wing deformation some differences in CL, Cm and the wing twist angle of the outer portion of the 
wing persist. The reasons for these differences could be caused by the missing support system during 

CFD simulations. In case that the correction on support system developed in [6] and [20] is used on 

values of CL and Cm, almost perfect match in CL is achieved and the values of Cm are very close to the 
experimental values. Very good agreement has been achieved between CFD and experimental drag 

values. 

The differences in the Cp distributions in the vicinity of shock wave for higher ’s need to be evaluated 

and explained. The exact shock wave position is sensitive to the turbulence modelling, grid resolutions, 

etc. 

This method can be used in case that the high fidelity methods like FSI cannot be used. It has been 
showed that quite small number of modes is sufficient for increasing the accuracy of the CFD results. 

The problem was studied mainly from a methodological point of view. A follow on investigation will look 
at more detail analysis of these results and utilization of the same procedure for simulations of the 

deformation of the whole model to include the effect of asymmetric modes and the effect of deformation 

of others parts of the model, mainly deformation of HTP. The effect of the wake from the wing on the 
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empennage for low and high-speed conditions will be investigated as the main output of the ESWIRP 

project. 
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